Build an SAP chatbot and integrate it with WhatsApp using
SAP HANA Cloud, SAP Conversational AI and Twilio
In this post, consultant Aman Mundra shares his experience building a
chatbot with SAP Conversational AI and integrating it with WhatsApp. The
objective is to be able to access customer details from a table. You’ll learn
how to create your own MDC database using the SAP HANA Cloud trial,
create the chatbot and integrate it with WhatsApp via Twilio. To learn more
and get started with SAP Conversational AI, click here. To sign up for your
SAP HANA Cloud trial, click here.

Build your first SAP Data Intelligence Machine Learning
Scenario with TensorFlow
Read this post from SAP Mentor Frank Schuler for insights into how to
create a simple SAP Data Intelligence ML scenario with TensorFlow. From
creating a Data Workspace and Data Collection in SAP Data Intelligence
ML Data Manager, to uploading data, building data sets, creating and
training the model. Learn how to leverage TensorFlow Keras, add a Python
Producer to create, compile, train, and store the model, execute it, obtain
metrics, models and datasets, and consume them in SAP Data Intelligence

ML Scenario Manager. To learn more about SAP Data Intelligence
including tutorials and code samples, click here.

UI5 freestyle app in SAP Cloud Application Programming
Model
In his latest post, SAP Mentor Wouter Lemaire shares his experience
adding UI5 apps when developing business solutions for customers within
the framework of the SAP Cloud Application Programming Model (CAP). In
some cases, the apps were not SAP Fiori Elements but freestyle UI5 apps.
Although SAP Web IDE and SAP Business Application Studio can
generate the UI into the CAP project for you, the post provides all the steps
so you can do it yourself. For more information about SAP Cloud
Application Programming Model, click here. To get started with SAP Cloud
Platform, click here.

SAP ABAP Programming Model for SAP Fiori
Creating a List Report Application based on SAP Fiori Elements posed
challenges that technology enthusiast Amit Diwane shares in this series.
This first post focuses on creating a List Report Application based on SAP
Fiori Elements and handling CRUD operations. The second post will look
into BOPF and enabling Determination, Action and Validation. The final
post will explain how to create the app using SAP Web IDE. To learn more
about the ABAP Platform, click here.

New step by step tutorials
Explore our new or updated tutorials available on the SAP Developer
Center:
• Help Thomas get started with SAP HANA: Use SAP HANA Cloud to
help Thomas get started with other developers in the community
using in-database text analytics, graph algorithms and geospatial
processing.
• Get started with SAP Data Intelligence, trial edition: Instantiate,
explore, build workflows, build pipelines, and learn how to use GCS,
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message broker and SAP HANA in SAP Data Intelligence, trial
edition.
Get started with SAP Conversational AI: Learn about intents, entities
and skills by building a very simple chatbot, then create a chatbot for
a shipping company that makes API calls to lets their customers
track a package and ask for a shipping price.
Build and SAP Fiori App with SAP API Management: Develop an
SAP Fiori app ("Shopping Fresh") to track sales orders and business
partners by mashing up data from SAP and non-SAP systems.
Create an ABAP Core Data Services (CDS) View in SAP NetWeaver
7.5: Create a CDS View, display it in SAP Fiori Elements preview,
and enhance its appearance using built-in annotations.
Enhance an ABAP Core Data Services (CDS) View in SAP
NetWeaver 7.5: Add features like value help, aggregations, and
calculated fields to an existing CDS view.
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